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A Meshless Method for Computational Stochastic
Mechanics
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This paper presents a stochastic meshless method for proba-
bilistic analysis of linear-elastic structures with spatially varying
random material properties. Using Karhunen-Loève (K-L) expan-
sion, the homogeneous random field representing material prop-
erties was discretized by a set of orthonormal eigenfunctions and
uncorrelated random variables. Two numerical methods were de-
veloped for solving the integral eigenvalue problem associated with
K-L expansion. In the first method, the eigenfunctions were ap-
proximated as linear sums of wavelets and the integral eigenvalue
problem was converted to a finite-dimensional matrix eigenvalue
problem that can be easily solved. In the second method, a Galerkin-
based approach in conjunction with meshless discretization was
developed in which the integral eigenvalue problem was also con-
verted to a matrix eigenvalue problem. The second method is more
general than the first, and can solve problems involving a multi-
dimensional random field with arbitrary covariance functions. In
conjunction with meshless discretization, the classical Neumann
expansion method was applied to predict second-moment charac-
teristics of the structural response. Several numerical examples
are presented to examine the accuracy and convergence of the
stochastic meshless method. A good agreement is obtained between
the results of the proposed method and the Monte Carlo simu-
lation. Since mesh generation of complex structures can be far
more time-consuming and costly than the solution of a discrete
set of equations, the meshless method provides an attractive alter-
native to the finite element method for solving stochastic-mechanics
problems.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, much attention has been focused on colloca-

tion [1, 2] or Galerkin-based [3–8] meshfree methods to solve
computational mechanics problems without using a structured
grid. Among these methods, the element-free Galerkin method
(EFGM) [4] is particularly appealing, due to its simplicity and its
use of a formulation that corresponds to the well-established fi-
nite element method (FEM). Similar to other meshless methods,
EFGM employs moving least-squares approximation [9] that
permits the resultant shape functions to be constructed entirely
in terms of arbitrarily placed nodes. Since no element connectiv-
ity data are needed, burdensome meshing or remeshing required
by FEM is avoided. This issue is particularly important for crack
propagation in solids for which FEM may become ineffective in
addressing substantial remeshing [10, 11]. Hence, EFGM and
other meshless methods provide an attractive alternative to FEM
in solving computational-mechanics problems.

However, most developments in meshless methods have fo-
cused on deterministic problems. Research in probabilistic mod-
eling using EFGM or other meshless methods has not been
widespread and is only now gaining attention [12, 13]. For exam-
ple, using perturbation expansions of response, Rahman and Rao
[12] recently developed a stochastic meshless method to pre-
dict the second-moment characteristics of response for one- and
two-dimensional structures. A good agreement was obtained be-
tween the results of the perturbation method and the Monte Carlo
simulation when random fluctuations were small. Later, Rahman
and Rao [13] incorporated the first-order reliability method in
conjunction with meshless equations to predict accurate proba-
bilistic characteristics of response and reliability. However, both
of these methods involved spatial discretization of the structural
domain to achieve parametric representation of the random field.
This requires a large number of random variables for multi-
dimensional domain discretization, and consequently, the com-
putational effort for probabilistic meshless analysis can become
very large. An alternative approach involves spectral represen-
tation of random field, such as the Karhunen-Loève expansion,
which, in general, permits decomposition of random field into
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fewer random variables, although their actual number depends
on the covariance properties of random field. The Karhunen-
Loève representation conveniently sidesteps spatial discretiza-
tion of the domain, but an integral eigenvalue problem must be
solved. Unfortunately, the solution of the eigenvalue problem is
not an easy task. Closed-form solutions are only available when
the covariance kernel has simpler functional forms. For general
covariance function and arbitrary domain, numerical methods
must be developed to solve the eigenvalue problem, which is a
subject of the current paper. Furthermore, no stochastic meth-
ods have been developed yet using spectral properties of ran-
dom field and meshless discretization. Indeed, meshless-based
spectral methods for probabilistic analysis present a rich and
relatively unexplored area for future research in computational
stochastic mechanics.

This paper presents a stochastic meshfree method for solving
solid-mechanics problems in linear elasticity that involves ran-
dom material properties. Using Karhunen-Loève expansion, the
random field representing material properties was modeled by
a linear sum of orthonormal eigenfunctions with uncorrelated
random coefficients. Two numerical methods were developed
for solving the integral eigenvalue problem associated with K-L
expansion. In the first method, the eigenfunctions were approx-
imated as linear sums of wavelets and the integral eigenvalue
problem was converted to a finite-dimensional matrix eigen-
value problem that can be easily solved. In the second method,
a Galerkin-based approach in conjunction with meshless dis-
cretization was developed in which the integral eigenvalue prob-
lem was also converted to a matrix eigenvalue problem. In
conjunction with meshless equations, the Neumann expansion
method was applied to predict second-moment characteristics of
structural response. Several numerical examples are presented
to illustrate the proposed method.

2. THE ELEMENT-FREE GALERKIN METHOD

2.1. Moving Least Squares and Meshless Shape Function
Consider a function u(x) over a domain � ⊆ �K , where

K = 1, 2, or 3. Let �x ⊆ � denote a sub-domain describing
the neighborhood of a point x ∈ �K located in �. According to
the moving least-squares (MLS) [9] method, the approximation
uh(x) of u(x) is

uh(x) =
m∑

i=1

pi (x)ai (x) = pT (x)a(x), [1]

where pT (x) = {p1(x), p2(x), . . . , pm(x)} is a vector of com-
plete basis functions of order m and a(x) = {a1(x), a2(x), . . . ,
am(x)} is a vector of unknown parameters that depend on x .
For example, in two dimensions (K = 2) with x1- and x2-
coordinates,

pT (x) = {1, x1, x2}, m = 3 [2]

and

pT (x) = {
1, x1, x2, x2

1 , x1x2, x2
2

}
, m = 6 [3]

representing the linear and quadratic basis functions, respec-
tively, are commonly used in solid mechanics.

In Eq. (1), the coefficient vector a(x) is determined by mini-
mizing a weighted discrete L2 norm, defined as

J (x) =
n∑

I=1

wI (x)[pT (xI )a(x) − dI ]
2

= [Pa(x) − d]T W[Pa(x) − d], [4]

where xI denotes the coordinates of node I , dT = {d1, d2, . . . ,

dn} with dI representing the nodal parameter for node I , W =
diag [w1(x), w2(x), . . . , wn(x)] with wI (x) the weight function
associated with node I such that wI (x) > 0 for all x in the
support �x of wI (x) and zero otherwise, n is the number of
nodes in �x for which wI (x) > 0, and

P =




pT (x1)

pT (x2)
...

pT (xn)


 ∈ L(�n × �m). [5]

A number of weight functions are available in the current liter-
ature [3–8, 10, 11]. In this study, a weight function proposed by
Rao and Rahman [11] was used, which is

wI (x) =




(
1 + β2 z2

I

z2
m I

)−
(

1+β

2

)
− (1 + β2)−

(
1+β

2

)
1 − (1 + β2)−

(
1+β

2

) , zI ≤ zm I

0, zI > zm I

[6]
where β is a parameter controlling the shape of the weight func-
tion, zI = ||x − xI || is the distance from a sample point x to
a node xI , and zm I is the domain of influence of node I . The
stationarity of J (x) with respect to a(x) yields

A(x)a(x) = C(x)d, [7]

where

A(x) =
n∑

I=1

wI (x)p(xI )pT (xI ) = PT WP [8]

and

C(x) = [w1(x)p(x1), . . . , wn(x)p(xn)] = PT W. [9]

Solving for a(x) in Eq. (7) and then substituting into
Eq. (1) yields

uh(x) =
n∑

I=1

ΦI (x)dI = ΦT (x)d, [10]
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where

ΦT (x) = {Φ1(x),Φ2(x), . . .Φn(x)} = pT (x)A−1(x)C(x) [11]

is a vector with its I th component,

ΦI (x) =
m∑

j=1

p j (x)[A−1(x)C(x)] j I , [12]

representing the shape function of the MLS approximation cor-
responding to node I . The partial derivatives of ΦI (x) can also
be obtained as

�I,i (x) =
m∑

j=1

{
p j,i (A−1C)jI + p j

(
A−1

,i C + A−1C,i
)

jI

}
, [13]

where A−1
,i = −A−1A,i A−1 and ( ),i = ∂( )/∂xi .

2.2. Variational Formulation and Discretization
For small displacements in two-dimensional, isotropic, and

linear-elastic solids, the equilibrium equations and boundary
conditions are

∇ · σ + b = 0 in � [14]

and

σ · n = t̄ on �t (natural boundary conditions)
u = ū on �u (essential boundary conditions)

, [15]

respectively, whereσ = Dε is the stress vector, D is the material
property matrix, ε = ∇su is the strain vector, u is the displace-
ment vector, b is the body force vector, t̄ and ū are the vectors of
prescribed surface tractions and displacements, respectively, n
is a unit normal to the domain, �, �t and �u are the portions of
boundary � where tractions and displacements are respectively
prescribed, ∇T = {∂/∂x1, ∂/∂x2} is the vector of gradient op-
erators, and ∇su is the symmetric part of ∇u. The variational
or weak form of Eqs. (14) and (15) is

∫
�

σT δεd� −
∫

�

bT δud� −
∫

�t

t̄T δud� + δWu = 0, [16]

where δ denotes the variation operator and δWu represents a
term that enforces essential boundary conditions. The explicit
form of this term depends on the method by which the essential
boundary conditions are imposed [4, 10–12]. In this study, Wu

is defined as

Wu =
∑

xJ ∈�u

fT (xJ )[u(xJ ) − ū(xJ )], [17]

where fT (xJ ) is the vector of reaction forces at the constrained
node J ∈ �u . Hence,

δWu =
∑

xJ ∈�u

δfT (xJ )[u(xJ ) − ū(xJ )] + fT (xJ )δu(xJ ). [18]

Consider a single boundary constraint ūi (xJ ) = gi (xJ ) applied
at node J in the direction of the xi coordinate. The variational
form given by Eqs. (16) and (18) can then be expressed by

∫
�

σT δεd� + fi (xJ )δui (xJ ) =
∫

�

bT δud� +
∫

�t

t̄T δud�

[19]

δ fi (xJ )[ui (xJ ) − gi (xJ )] = 0, [20]

where fi (xJ ) and ui (xJ ) are the i th component of f(xJ )and u(xJ ),
respectively. From Eq. (10), the MLS approximation of ui (xJ )
is

uh
i (xJ ) =

N∑
I=1

ΦI (xJ )di
I = ΦiT

J d, [21]

where

ΦiT
J =




{�1(xJ ), 0, �2(xJ ), 0, . . . , �N (xJ ), 0}, when i = 1

{0, �1(xJ ), 0, �2(xJ ), . . . , 0, �N (xJ )}, when i = 2

[22]

d =




d1
1

d2
1

d1
2

d2
2

...

d1
N

d2
N




[23]

is the vector of nodal parameters or generalized displacements,
and N is the total number of nodal points in �. Applying
Eqs. (21–23) to the discretization of Eqs. (19) and (20) yields
[4, 10, 11]

[
k Φi

J

ΦiT
J 0

]{
d

fi (xJ )

}
=

{
f ext

gi (xJ )

}
, [24]

where

k =




k11 k12 · · · k1N

k21 k22 · · · k2N

...
...

...
...

kN1 kN2 · · · kN N


 ∈ L

(�2N × �2N
)

[25]
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is the stiffness matrix with

kIJ =
∫

�

BT
I DBJ d� ∈ L(�2 × �2), [26]

representing the contributions of the J th node at nodeI ,

fext =




fext
1

fext
2

...

fext
N




∈ �2N [27]

is the force vector with

fext
I =

∫
�

ΦI bT d� +
∫

�t

ΦI t̄T d� ∈ �2, [28]

BI =

ΦI,1 0

0 ΦI,2

ΦI,2 ΦI,1


 , [29]

and

D =




E
1−ν2


1 ν 0

ν 1 0
0 0 1−ν

2


 , for plane stress

E
(1+ν)(1−2ν)


1 − ν ν 0

ν 1 − ν 0
0 0 1−2ν

2


 , for plane strain

[30]
is the elasticity matrix with E and ν representing the elastic
modulus and Poisson’s ratio, respectively. To perform numerical
integration in Eqs. (26) and (28), a background mesh is required,
which can be independent of the arrangement of the meshless
nodes. However, in this study, the nodes of the background mesh
coincide with the meshless nodes. Standard Gaussian quadra-
tures were used to evaluate the integrals for assembling the stiff-
ness matrix and the force vector. In general, a 4 × 4 quadrature
rule is adequate, except in the cells surrounding a high stress
gradient (e.g., near a crack tip) where a 8 × 8 quadrature rule is
suggested.

2.3. Essential Boundary Conditions
In solving for d, essential boundary conditions must be en-

forced. The lack of Kronecker delta properties in the mesh-
less shape functions presents some difficulty in imposing the
essential boundary conditions in EFGM. Nevertheless, several
methods are currently available for enforcing essential boundary
conditions. A transformation method [11, 14] was used for the
stochastic-mechanics application in this work.

Consider the transformation

d̂ = Λd, [31]

where

d̂ =




uh
1(x1)

uh
2(x1)

uh
1(x2)

uh
2(x2)

...

uh
1(xN )

uh
2(xN )




∈ �2N [32]

is the nodal displacement vector, and

� =




Φ1T
1

Φ2T
1

Φ1T
2

Φ2T
2

...

Φ1T
N

Φ2T
N




∈ L
(�2N × �2N

)
[33]

is the transformation matrix. Multiplying the first set of matrix
equations in Eq. (24) by Λ−T , one obtains

[
Λ−T k Ii

J

ΦiT
J 0

] {
d

fi (xJ )

}
=

{
Λ−T fext

gi (xJ )

}
[34]

where

Ii
J = Λ−T Φi

J =




0
...

0

1

0
...

0




← [2(J − 1) + i]th row. [35]

Let

k̂ =




k̂T
1

...

k̂T
2N


 = Λ−T k [36]

and

f̂ ext = Λ−T f ext, [37]
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where k̂T
i = {

k̂i1,k̂i2, . . . k̂i(2N )
}
, i = 1, 2, . . . , 2N . Eq. (34) can

be re-written as




k̂T
1 0
...

...

k̂T
M−1 0

k̂T
M 1

k̂T
M+1 0
...

...

k̂T
2N 0

ΦiT
J 0




{ d

fi (xJ )

}
=




f̂ ext
1

...

f̂ ext
M−1

f̂ ext
M

f̂ ext
M+1

...

f̂ ext
2N

gi (xJ )




← [2(J − 1) + i]th row

← (2N + 1)th row

,

[38]

where M = (2J −1)+ i . Exchanging the M th with the last row
of Eq. (38) leads to




k̂T
1 0
...

...

k̂T
M−1 0

ΦiT
J 0

k̂T
M+1 0
...

...

k̂T
2N 0

k̂T
M 1




{
d

fi (xJ )

}
=




f̂ ext
1

...

f̂ ext
M−1

gi (xJ )

f̂ ext
M+1

...

f̂ ext
2N

f̂ ext
M




← [2(J − 1) + i] th row

← (2N + 1)th row

,

[39]

which can be uncoupled as

Kd = F [40]

k̂T
M d + fi (xJ ) = f̂ ext

M , [41]

where

K = Mi
J (k̂) =




k̂T
1

...

k̂T
M−1

ΦiT
J

k̂T
M+1

...

...

k̂T
2N




← [2(J − 1) + i]th row
[42]

and

F = N i
J ( f̂

ext
) =




f̂ ext
1

...

f̂ T
M−1

gi (xJ )

f̂ ext
M+1

...

...

f̂ ext
2N




← [2(J − 1) + i]th row
[43]

are the modified stiffness matrix and force vectors, respectively.
Using Eq. (40), the generalized displacement vector d can be
solved efficiently without the need for any Lagrange multipliers
[4, 10, 15].

In Eqs. (42) and (43), Mi
J is a matrix operator that replaces

the [2(J − 1) + i]th row of k̂ by ΦiT
J and N i

J is another ma-
trix operator that replaces the [2(J − 1) + i]th row of f̂ext by
gi (xJ ), due to the application of a single boundary constraint at
node J . For multiple boundary constraints, similar operations
can be repeated. Suppose that there are an Nc number of es-
sential boundary conditions at nodes J1, J2, . . . , JNc applied in
the directions, i1, i2, . . . , iNc , respectively. Hence, the resulting
modified stiffness matrix and force vector are

K =
Nc∏

l=1

Mil
Jl

(k̂) [44]

and

F =
Nc∏

l=1

N il
Jl

(f̂ext), [45]

respectively.

3. RANDOM FIELD AND PARAMETERIZATION

3.1. Random Field
Assume that the spatial variability of material property, such

as the elastic modulus E(x), can be modeled as a homogeneous
random field, given by

E(x) = µE [1 + α(x)], [46]

where µE = E[E(x)] �= 0 is the constant mean of elastic modu-
lus, α(x) ∈ � is a zero-mean, scalar, homogeneous random field
with its auto-covariance function �α(ξ) = E[α(x)α(x + ξ)], ξ
is the separation vector between two points, x1 = x ∈ �K and
x2 = x + ξ ∈ �K both located in � ⊆ �K , and E[·] is the
expectation operator.
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In stochastic finite element or meshless applications, it is nec-
essary to discretize a continuous-parameter random field (e.g.,
Eq. (46)) into a vector of random variables. Various discretiza-
tion methods have been developed, such as Karhunen-Loève
expansion (K-L) [16], the basis random variables method [17]
the midpoint method [18], the local averaging method [19], the
shape function method [20], the weighted-integral method [21],
the optimal linear estimation method [22] and others. Among
these methods, Li and Der Kiureghian [22] found K-L expan-
sion to be one of the most efficient methods for parameterizing
a random field.

3.2. Karhunen-Loève Expansion
Let {λi , fi (x)}, i = 1, 2, . . . ,∞, be the eigenvalues and

eigenfunctions of the continuous, bounded, symmetric, and
positive-definite covariance kernel �(x1, x2) = �α(ξ) of α(x).
They satisfy the integral Eq. (23)

∫
�

�(x1, x2) fi (x2)dx2 = λi fi (x1), ∀i = 1, 2, . . . ,∞, [47]

where � ∈ �K is the domain over which the random field is
defined. The eigenfunctions are orthogonal in the sense that

∫
�

fi (x) f j (x)dx = δi j , ∀i, j = 1, 2, . . . ,∞, [48]

where δi j is the Kronecker delta. The parametric random field

α̂M (x) =
M∑

i=1

Ui

√
λi fi (x), [49]

which represents K-L expansion, approaches α(x) in the mean
square sense for x ∈ � as M → ∞. In Eq. (49), Ui , i =
1, 2, . . . , M are uncorrelated random variables, each of which
has zero mean and unit variance. If α(x) is a Gaussian ran-
dom field, U = {U1, U2, . . . , UM}T ∈ �M becomes an M-
dimensional standard Gaussian vector.

K-L expansion given by Eq. (49) is quite useful in stochastic
mechanics, because it provides a parametric representation of
an arbitrary random field with bounded covariance functions.
This representation does not require any spatial discretization of
the domain. However, in general the solution of the associated
eigenvalue problem (i.e., solving Eq. (47)) is not an easy task.
Closed-form solutions are only available when the covariance
kernel has simpler functional forms, such as exponential and
linear functions [16]. When the covariance function is more
complex, numerical methods are needed to solve the eigenvalue
problem. In this study, two numerical methods based on wavelets
and meshless discretization are proposed to solve the eigenvalue
problem.

4. SOLUTION OF INTEGRAL EIGENVALUE PROBLEM

4.1. Wavelet Method
Wavelets constitute a family of functions constructed from

dilation and translation of a single function called the mother
wavelet. For x ∈ �, consider a family of extended Haar wavelets
(EHW), defined as [24]

ψs,t (x) = Asψ(2s x − t), [50]

where s and t are the dilation and translational parameters, As =
2s/2 is the amplitude, and

ψ(x) =




1, x ∈ [0, 1/2)

−1, x ∈ [1/2, 1)

0, otherwise

[51]

is the Haar function. Let

ψ0(x) = 1 and [52]

ψi (x) = ψs,t (x), [53]

where i = 2s + t, s = 0, 1, . . ., and t = 0, . . . , 2s − 1. It can
be shown that the EHW basis functions, defined by Eqs. (52)
and (53), constitute a complete orthonormal set over the domain
[0, 1].

For a one-dimensional random field in [0, 1], consider a Z -
order wavelet expansion of the covariance function and its i th
eigenfunction, given by

�(x1, x2) =
Z∑

i=0

Z∑
j=0

Hi jψi (x1)ψ j (x2) = ΨT (x1)HΨ(x2) [54]

fi (x) =
Z∑

j=0

vi jψ j (x) = ΨT (x)v i , [55]

where ΨT (x) = {ψ0(x), ψ1(x), . . . , ψz(x)}, vT
i = {vi0, vi1 · · · ,

vi z}, and H = [Hi j ] with Hi j = ∫ 1
0

∫ 1
0 �(x1, x2)ψi (x1)ψ j (x2)

dx1dx2. Using Eqs. (54) and (55), Eq. (47) simplifies to a matrix
eigenvalue problem

λi v i = Hv i , [56]

which is a finite dimensional representation of the integral eigen-
value problem in Eq. (47) for x ∈ �. Eq. (56) can be formulated
for any covariance function of a one-dimensional random field
and can be easily solved using standard methods of linear alge-
bra. Once the eigenvector vi is calculated, Eq. (55) can be used
to determine the eigenfunction fi (x).

For a multi-dimensional random field (x ∈ �K ) with a rectan-
gular domain, if the covariance function is separable to support
a multiplicative decomposition of the form

�(x1, x2) =
K∏

i=1

�i (x1i , x2i ), [57]
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where x1i and x2i are the i th coordinates of two points in �K

and �(x1i , x2i ) is the i th function, then similar wavelet approx-
imation can be applied to �(x1, x2). In that case, Eq. (47) also
becomes separable and only requires solving one-dimensional
eigenvalue problem similar to the one described by Eq. (56).
However, wavelet-based methods may not be effective or ap-
plicable if the domain of a multi-dimensional random field is
irregular (i.e., any arbitrary shape in �K and/or is associated
with a general covariance function. Hence, more general meth-
ods are needed to solve the eigenvalue problem.

4.2. Meshless Method
For a multi-dimensional random field (x ∈ �K ) with arbi-

trary domain � ⊆ �K , consider an MLS approximation of the
eigenfunction fi (x), given by

fi (x) =
N∑

I=1

f̂iIΦ1(x), [58]

where f̂iI is the I th nodal parameter for the i th eigenfunction,
ΦI (x) is the meshless shape function of the I th node, and N is
the total number of nodes. Using Eq. (58), Eq. (47) becomes

N∑
I=1

f̂i I

∫
�

�(x1, x2)�I (x2)dx2 = λi

N∑
I=1

f̂iI ΦI (x1). [59]

Define

εN =
N∑

I=1

f̂iI

( ∫
�

�(x1, x2)ΦI (x2)dx2 − λiΦI (x1)

)
[60]

as the residual error, which is associated with meshless dis-
cretization involving an N number of nodes. Following Galerkin
approximation,

∫
�

εNΦJ (x1)dx1 = 0, ∀J = 1, . . . , N , [61]

which, when combined with Eq. (60), can be expanded to yield
the following matrix equation

λi Rf̂i = Sf̂i, [62]

where f̂i = { f̂iI, . . . , ˆfiN}T is the ith eigenvector, R = [RIJ], S =
[SIJ],

RIJ =
∫

�

∫
�

�(x1, x2)�I (x2)�J (x1)dx1dx2, ∀I, J = 1, . . . , N ,

[63]
and

SIJ =
∫

�

ΦI (x)ΦJ (x)dx, ∀I, J = 1, . . . , N . [64]

Equation (62) also represents a finite dimensional analog
of the integral eigenvalue problem in Eq. (47) for a multi-
dimensional random field with an arbitrary domain. Equation
62 can be formulated for any covariance function and can be
easily solved by standard methods of linear algebra. Hence, the
meshless method is more general than the wavelet method and
can solve problems involving a multi-dimensional random field
with an arbitrary covariance function and an arbitrary domain.
Once the eigenvector f̂i is calculated, Eq. (58) can be used to
determine the eigenfunction fi (x).

Note that the meshless discretization proposed here is only
intended for solving the integral eigenvalue problem, not for dis-
cretizing the random field. Matrices R and S, which involve 2K
and K dimensional integration, respectively, can be computed
using standard numerical quadrature. Integration involves mesh-
less shape functions, which are already calculated and stored
for meshless stress analysis. Hence, the matrices R and S can
be generated with little extra effort. However, for a large K ,
the computational effort in performing numerical integration
can become intensive. Also note that for meshless stress anal-
ysis it is not necessary that the number and spatial distribution
of nodes coincide with those for eigenfunction approximation.
Different and selective discretizations can be employed, if nec-
essary. However, in this study the same discretization was used
for both meshless stress analysis and for solving the eigenvalue
problem.

5. THE NEUMANN EXPANSION METHOD

5.1. Neumann Series
From Eq. (40), the discrete stochastic meshless equations are

K(U)d(U) = F, [65]

where K(U) and d(U) are the random stiffness matrix and the
random generalized displacement vector, respectively. Using K-
L expansion of α(x) from Eq. (49), it can be shown that

[
K(0) +

M∑
i=1

Ui K(i)

]
d = F, [66]

where

K(0) =
Nc∏

l=1

Mil
Jl

(
k̂(0)

)
, [67]

K(i) =
Nc∏

l=1

Mil
Jl

(
k̂(i)

)
, [68]

k̂(0) = Λ−T k(0), [69]

k̂(i) = Λ−T k(i), [70]
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k(0) =




k(0)
11 k(0)

12 · · · k(0)
1N

k(0)
21 k(0)

22 · · · k(0)
2N

...
...

...
...

k(0)
N1 k(0)

N2 · · · k(0)
N N


 , [71]

and

k(i) =




k(i)
11 k(i)

12 · · · k(i)
1N

k(i)
21 k(i)

22 · · · k(i)
2N

...
...

...
...

k(i)
N1 k(i)

N2 · · · k(i)
N N


 [72]

with

k(0)
IJ =

∫
�

BT
I E [D] BJ d� [73]

and

k(i)
IJ =

∫
�

BT
I E [D]

√
λiϕi (x)BJ d�. [74]

Assume that K(0) is positive-definite so that its inverse exists.
Multiplying both sides of Eq. (66) by [K(0)]−1 gives

[
I +

M∑
i=1

Ui Q(i)

]
d = g, [75]

where

I = [
K(0)

]−1
K(0), [76]

Q(i) = [
K(0)

]−1
K(i), [77]

and

g = [
K(0)

]−1
F. [78]

By inverting Eq. (75),

d =
[

I +
M∑

i=1

Ui Q(i)

]−1

g. [79]

The Neumann series expansion [25] of the right-hand side of
Eq. (79) leads to

d =
∞∑
j=0

(−1) j

[
M∑

i=1

Ui Q(i)

] j

g, [80]

that converges when ∥∥∥∥∥
M∑

i=1

Ui Q(i)

∥∥∥∥∥ < 1, [81]

where ‖ · ‖ denotes some matrix norm. Theoretically, the com-
bination of a large realization of Ui , if allowed by its probabil-
ity distribution (e.g., Gaussian distribution), with λi may cause
Eq. (81) to fail. However, for practical applications involving
a small variance or an appropriately truncated distribution of
α(x), Eq. (81) is usually satisfied. In that case, the mean and
covariance of d can be calculated as follows.

5.2. Mean and Covariance of Displacement
Consider the R-order truncation of the Neumann series given

by

d =
R∑

j=0

(−1) j

[
M∑

i=1

Ui Q(i)

] j

g. [82]

Using Eq. (82), d and ddT can be expanded as

d =
[

I −
M∑

i=1

Ui Q(i) +
M∑

i=1

M∑
j=1

UiU j Q(i)Q( j)

−
M∑

i=1

M∑
j=1

M∑
k=1

UiU jUkQ(i)Q( j)Q(k) + · · ·
]

g [83]

and

ddT = G −
M∑

i=1

Ui
{
Q(i)G + GQ(i)T }

+
M∑

i=1

M∑
k=1

UiU j
{
Q(i)Q( j)G + Q(i)GQ( j)T

+ GQ( j)T Q(i)T
} − · · · [84]

where G = ggT . Let µd = E[d] and γd = E[(d − µd )(d
−µd )T ] = E[ddT ] − µdµ

T
d denote the mean vector and co-

variance matrix, respectively, of d. Applying the expectation
operator to Eqs. (83) and (84) gives

µd =
[

I +
M∑

i=1

Q(i)2 +
M∑

i=1

M∑
j=1

{
Q(i)2Q( j)2 + Q(i)Q( j)Q(i)Q( j)

+ Q(i)Q( j)2Q(i)
} + · · ·

]
g [85]

and

γd = G +
[

M∑
i=1

{
Q(i)2G + Q(i)GQ(i)T + GQ(i)T 2}

+
M∑

i=1

M∑
j=1

{
Q(i)2Q( j)2G + Q(i)2Q( j)GQ( j)T + Q(i)2

GQ( j)T 2
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+ Q(i)GQ( j)T 2Q(i)T +GQ( j)T 2Q(i)T 2 + Q(i)Q( j)Q(i)Q( j)G

+ Q(i)Q( j)Q(i)GQ( j)T + Q(i)Q( j)GQ( j)T Q(i)T

+ Q(i)GQ( j)T Q(i)T Q( j)T + GQ( j)T Q(i)T Q( j)T Q(i)T

+ Q(i)Q( j)2Q(i)G + Q(i)Q( j)2GQ(i)T

+ Q(i)Q( j)GQ(i)T Q( j)T + Q(i)GQ(i)T Q( j)T 2

+ GQ(i)T Q( j)T 2Q(i)T
} + · · ·

]
− µdµ

T
d [86]

The series solutions of µd and γd written above include explicit
terms for R = 4. For larger values of R, the algebra increases
significantly. The Neumann expansion method is useful when
random fluctuations are small. When the coefficient of varia-
tion of E(x) is gradually increased, ‖∑M

i=1 Ui Q(i)‖ → 1. In that
case, higher-order expansions may be required for satisfactory
estimates of µd and γd . This is one of the drawbacks of the
Neumann expansion method.

Note that the generalized displacement vector d represents
nodal parameters, but not the actual displacements at meshless
nodes. Let µd̂ = E[d̂] and γ d̂ = E[(d̂ − µd̂ )(d̂ − µd̂ )T ] denote
the mean vector and covariance matrix, respectively, of the nodal
displacement vector d̂. From the linear relation between d̂ and
d, given by Eq. (31),

µd̂ = Λµd [87]

and

γ d̂ = ΛγdΛT . [88]

Although similar equations can be developed for strains, for the
sake of brevity they are not described here.

6. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
Three numerical examples are presented to illustrate the pro-

posed method. The first example involves wavelet and meshless
methods for solving the integral eigenvalue problem in Eq. (47).
The remaining two examples involve one- and two-dimensional
stochastic-mechanics problems taken from linear elasticity. In
the latter examples, K-L expansion of α(x), modeled as a ho-
mogeneous Gaussian random field, was invoked to describe the
random modulus of elasticity E(x). The wavelet or meshless
method was used to calculate the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions
required by K-L expansion. The Gaussian assumption implies
that there is a non-zero probability of E(x) taking on a negative
value. To avoid this difficulty, the variance of the input random
field was confined to a small value. Alternative representations
involving truncated Gaussian distribution or other distributions
suitable for a non-negative random field have been used by vari-
ous researchers [26]. Such issues have not been explored in this
paper, because the focus of this study was stochastic meshless
analysis. A linear basis function was used for all meshless calcu-

lations. For the weight function, a value of β = 2 was selected.
Both Neumann expansion and simulation methods were used
to calculate second-moment characteristics of response and are
described as follows.

6.1. Example 1: Eigenvalue Problem
Consider a zero-mean, homogeneous, one-dimensional Gaus-

sian random field α(x), 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, with covariance function
�α(ξ ) = E[α(x)α(x + ξ )]. Three types of covariance functions,

FIG. 1. Covariance functions: (a) Exponential (Type A); (b) Sinusoidal (Type
B); and (c) Triangular (Type C).
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defined as

Type A: �α(ξ ) = σ 2
E exp

(
− |ξ |

bL

)
, [89]

Type B: �α(ξ ) = σ 2
E

sin
(− |ξ |

bL

)
|ξ |
bL

, [90]

and

Type C: �α(ξ ) =
{

σ 2
E

(
1 − |ξ |

bL

)
,

|ξ |
bL ≤ 1

0, otherwise
[91]

FIG. 2. Eigenvalues using wavelets: (a) Exponential (Type A); (b) Sinusoidal
(Type B); and (c) Triangular (Type C).

were selected, where σE is the standard deviation of α(x) and b
is the correlation length parameter. For numerical calculations,
σE = 0.1 unit and b = 0.1 and 1.

Figure 1 shows the plots (lines) of exact normalized covari-
ance functions for exponential (Type A), sinusoidal (Type B),
and triangular models (Type C) when b = 0.1. Also shown
are the corresponding wavelet approximations of the covariance
functions using Eq. (54) for several values of expansion order
Z = 15, 31, and 63. As expected, the wavelet approximation
improves when Z increases.

Figures 2 and 3 present several eigenvalues calculated using
wavelet (Z = 15, 31, and 63) and meshless (N = 10, 13, and

FIG. 3. Eigenvalues using meshless method: (a) Exponential (Type A);
(b) Sinusoidal (Type B); and (c) Triangular (Type C).
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FIG. 4. A bar subjected to linear body force distribution: (a) Geometry and
loads; (b) Meshless discretization (16 nodes).

16) methods for all three covariance kernels when b = 0.1 and
1. Clearly, the eigenvalues converge with respect to Z for the
wavelet method and with respect to N for the meshless method.
Also, the rate at which the magnitude of the eigenvalue de-
creases strongly depends on the correlation length parameter
b. The smaller the value of b, the more contribution is expected
from the terms associated with smaller eigenvalues. Figures 2(a)
and 3(a) also present comparisons with exact eigenvalues, which
are only available for the Type A covariance function [16]. For
covariance functions of Types B and C, wavelet- and meshless-
based eigenvalues using a large expansion order (e.g., Z = 127)
or a large number of nodes (e.g., N = 20) were used to eval-
uate the accuracy of results associated with lower-order values
of Z or N . Agreement between the eigenvalues predicted by
the lower-order wavelet expansions or meshless method and the
reference solution (exact solution or high-order wavelet expan-
sion/meshless method with large N ) is excellent. Similar results
and observations were also made for the eigenfunctions, but are
not reported here for the sake of brevity.

FIG. 5. Mean at distance along the bar (exponential kernel).

FIG. 6. Standard deviation at distance along the bar (exponential kernel).

6.2. Example 2: Response Statistics of a Bar with Linear
Body Force

Consider a bar AB of length L = 1 unit, subjected to a linear
body force distribution p(x) = x in the x direction, as shown in
Fig. 4(a). Point A on the bar is fixed, while point B is free. The
bar has a constant cross-sectional area A = 1 unit. The elastic
modulus E(x) = µE [1 + α(x)] is random with mean µE = 1
unit, and α(x) is a homogeneous Gaussian random field with
mean zero and covariance function �α(ξ ) = ε[α(x)α(x + ξ )],
where x and x + ξ are the co-ordinates of two points on the
bar. Three covariance functions of Types A, B, and C, defined
by Eqs. (89), (90), and (91), respectively, were selected. For
numerical calculations, the following values were used: σE =
0.1 unit and b = 0.1. A meshless discretization involving 16
uniformly spaced nodes is shown in Fig. 4(b).

FIG. 7. Convergence of mean of displacement at free end of the bar (expo-
nential kernel).
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FIG. 8. Convergence of standard deviation of displacement at free end of the
bar (exponential kernel).

FIG. 9. Standard deviation of displacement at free end for various covariance
functions.

FIG. 10. A square plate with a hole subjected to uniformly distributed tension.

FIG. 11. Meshless discretization: (a) N = 9; (b) N = 20; (c) N = 30;
(d) N = 56; (e) N = 90.

The stochastic meshless method developed in this study was
applied to determine the first- and second-moment character-
istics of the axial displacement of the bar when the covariance
function of α(x) is Type A (exponential). For the exponential co-
variance function, analytical methods [16] were used to calculate
the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions required in K-L expansion.
Figures 5 and 6 show the mean µd̂ (x) and standard deviation
σd̂ (x), respectively, of the axial displacement as a function of x .
The Neumann expansion method with various combinations of
the orders of Neumann expansion (R) and K-L expansion (M)
was used to predict these results. Figures 5 and 6 also show the
corresponding results from the Monte Carlo simulation (M =
6) using 5,000 samples. When M = 6, K-L expansion provides
accurate representation of the random field. Therefore, the above
simulation results can be used as a reference solution. In Figures
5 and 6, Neumann expansion results agree very well with the
simulation results. As expected, the accuracy of the Neumann
expansion method improves when M and R increase.

FIG. 12. Eigenvalues for isotropic covariance function (Type D) by meshless
method.
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To study the convergence properties of the predicted results,
additional stochastic meshless analyses were performed by in-
creasing the number of nodes (N ) from 4 to 28. For each value
of N , a uniform spacing was used for meshless discreti-
zation of the bar. The same inputs defined earlier were also
used for each analysis. Figures 7 and 8 show the predicted
mean [µd̂ (L)] and standard deviation [σd̂ (L)] of the axial
displacement at the free end (point B) as a function of N .
The results of Neumann expansion using M = 6, R = 4 and
of the simulation method using M = 6 and 5,000 samples
are shown. Indeed, the stochastic meshless method yields

FIG. 13. First and second eigenfunctions for isotropic covariance kernel (Type D) by meshless method; (a) f1(x); (b) f2(x).

convergent solutions of mean and standard deviation of the
response.

Figure 9 shows the standard deviation of the displacement as
a function of x for all three covariance functions using wavelet
and K-L expansions. The Neumann expansion method with R =
4, M = 6, and Z = 63 was used to generate the line plots in Fig. 9.
Again, the selected orders of expansions and approximations are
large enough to produce a convergent solution of the response.
Figure 9 also shows the corresponding results from Monte Carlo
simulation (M = 6, Z = 63) using 5,000 samples. The Neumann
expansion results agree very well with the simulation results.
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6.3. Example 3: Response Statistics of a Square Plate
with a Circular Hole Under Tension

Consider a square plate with a circular hole, as shown in
Figure 10. The plate has dimension 2L = 40 units, a hole with
diameter 2a = 2 units, and is subjected to a uniformly dis-
tributed load of magnitude σ∞ = 1 unit. The Poisson’s ratio ν

was chosen as 0.3. The elastic modulus was assumed to be a
random field and symmetrically distributed with respect to x1-
and x2-axes (see Fig. 10). The modulus of elasticity E(x) was
represented by E(x) = µE [1 + α(x)], where µE = 1 unit is

FIG. 14. Third and fourth eigenfunctions for isotropic covariance kernel (Type D) by meshless method; (a) f3(x); (b) f4(x).

the constant mean over the domain � and α(x) is a homoge-
neous Gaussian random field with mean zero and covariance
function �α(ξ ) = E[α(x)α(x + ξ)], where x ≡ (x1, x2) and
x + ξ ≡ (x1 + ξ1, x2 + ξ2) are the co-ordinates of two points in
the domain � of the quarter plate represented by region ABEDC
and shaded in Fig. 10. Due to symmetry, only a quarter of the
plate needs to be analyzed. Figures 11(a)–11(e) show five mesh-
less discretizations of the quarter plate with the total number of
nodes N = 9, 20, 30, 56, and 90, which represent progressively
increasing degrees of meshless refinement.
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For the quarter plate ABEDC, four types of covariance func-
tions of α(x), defined by

Type A:

�α(ξ ) = σ 2
E exp

(
− |ξ1|

b1L
− |ξ2|

b2L

)
, ∀x, x + ξ ∈ � [92]

Type B:

�α(ξ ) = σ 2
E

sin
( |ξ1|

b1 L

)
sin

( |ξ2|
b2 L

)
|ξ1|
b1 L

|ξ2|
b2 L

, ∀x, x + ξ ∈ �, [93]

Type C:

�α(ξ) = σ 2
E

(
1 − |ξ1|

b1L

)(
1 − |ξ2|

b2L

)
, ∀x, x + ξ ∈ � [94]

and

Type D: �α(ξ) = σ 2
E exp

(
−‖ξ‖

bL

)
, ∀x, x + ξ ∈ �, [95]

were selected, where σE = 0.1 unit and b = b1 = b2 = 0.5. Of
these four covariance kernels, the first three are separable (i.e.,
they satisfy Eq. (57)), but the last is an inseparable kernel and
belongs to the class of isotropic random fields. However, in all
four cases, the domain of the random field is not rectangular.
Hence, the wavelet-based method using one-dimensional EHW
basis functions cannot be used to solve the eigenvalue problem.

TABLE 1
Mean and standard deviation of displacements and/or strains for exponential covariance function (Type A, σE = 0.1,

b1 = b2 = 0.5)

Neumann expansion
(M = 12, R = 4)

Monte Carlo simulation
(M = 12, 5000 Samples)

Location Responsea Mean Standard deviation Mean Standard deviation

A u1 −9.75 × 10−1 1.12 × 10−1 −9.76 × 10−1 1.12 × 10−1

ε11 −3.21 × 10−1 2.60 × 10−2 −3.21 × 10−1 2.56 × 10−2

ε22 2.95 2.40 × 10−1 2.95 2.37 × 10−1

ε12 −3.96 × 10−1 3.29 × 10−2 −3.96 × 10−1 3.25 × 10−2

B u1 −6.20 4.65 × 10−1 −6.20 4.61 × 10−1

ε22 9.97 × 10−1 8.00 × 10−2 9.99 × 10−1 8.21 × 10−2

C u2 2.97 2.50 × 10−1 2.97 2.46 × 10−1

ε11 −7.17 × 10−1 8.68 × 10−2 −7.18 × 10−1 8.72 × 10−2

ε22 1.39 × 10−1 1.29 × 10−2 1.39 × 10−1 1.28 × 10−2

ε12 3.53 × 10−1 3.91 × 10−2 3.53 × 10−1 3.90 × 10−2

D u2 2.04 × 101 1.34 2.04 × 101 1.33
ε22 9.89 × 10−1 8.32 × 10−2 9.88 × 10−1 8.34 × 10−2

E u1 −5.84 5.97 × 10−1 −5.84 5.99 × 10−1

u2 1.99 × 101 1.38 1.99 × 101 1.38
ε22 9.78 × 10−1 8.40 × 10−2 9.78 × 10−1 8.37 × 10−2

au1 and u2 represent horizontal and vertical displacements, respectively. ε11 and ε22 represent normal strains in x1 and x2 directions,
respectively; and ε12 represents shear strain.

Consequently, the meshless method developed here is needed
and was used for the following calculations.

Figure 12 shows several eigenvalues calculated using the
meshless method (Eqs. (58–64)) for N = 9, 20, 30, 56, and
90, for the Type D covariance kernel. Clearly, the eigenvalues
converge with respect to N , as expected. Similar comparisons
of the first four eigenfunctions f1(x), f2(x), f3(x), and f4(x),
presented in Figs. 13(a), 13(b), 14(a), and 14(b), respectively,
also demonstrate the convergence of eigenfunctions with respect
to N . These convergent solutions of eigenvalues and eigenfunc-
tions provide confidence in the following probabilistic results
when N = 90. Note that there is no analytical eigensolution
available for the Type D covariance function with an arbitrary,
non-rectangular domain.

Using the finest discretization with N = 90 [Fig. 11(e)] con-
sidered here, Tables 1, 2, 3, and 4 present the mean and standard
deviation of various displacements and/or strains at points A, B,
C, D, and E (see Fig. 10), when α(x) has Types A, B, C, and D co-
variance functions, respectively. Both Neumann expansion and
simulation methods were employed to calculate these statistics.
For both methods, meshless discretization was used to calculate
the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions required for K-L expansion.
The order of K-L expansion in both methods was chosen to be
M = 12 and was verified to be large enough to represent the
random field adequately. For the Neumann expansion method,
the value of R = 4 was used. For the simulation method, the
sample size was 5,000. According to Tables 1–4, the response
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TABLE 2
Mean and standard deviation of displacements and/or strains for sinusoidal covariance function (Type B, σE = 0.1,

b1 = b2 = 0.5)

Neumann expansion
(M = 12, R = 4)

Monte Carlo simulation
(M = 12, 5000 Samples)

Location Responsea Mean Standard deviation Mean Standard deviation

A u1 −9.78 × 10−1 1.16 × 10−1 −9.78 × 10−1 1.16 × 10−1

ε11 −3.22 × 10−1 3.34 × 10−2 −3.22 × 10−1 3.29 × 10−2

ε22 2.96 3.06 × 10−1 2.96 3.02 × 10−1

ε12 −3.97 × 10−1 4.13 × 10−2 −3.97 × 10−1 4.09 × 10−2

B u1 −6.22 6.25 × 10−1 −6.22 6.19 × 10−1

ε22 1.00 9.84 × 10−2 1.00 9.74 × 10−2

C u2 2.98 3.08 × 10−1 2.98 3.05 × 10−1

ε11 −7.20 × 10−1 8.98 × 10−2 −7.21 × 10−1 9.00 × 10−2

ε22 1.39 × 10−1 1.57 × 10−2 1.40 × 10−1 1.57 × 10−2

ε12 3.54 × 10−1 4.09 × 10−2 3.54 × 10−1 4.09 × 10−2

D u2 2.04 × 101 1.96 2.04 × 101 1.96
ε22 9.92 × 10−1 9.86 × 10−2 9.93 × 10−1 9.91 × 10−2

E u1 −5.86 6.81 × 10−1 −5.87 6.85 × 10−1

u2 2.00 × 101 1.94 2.00 × 101 1.95
ε22 9.81 × 10−1 1.01 × 10−1 9.82 × 10−1 1.02 × 10−1

au1 and u2 represent horizontal and vertical displacements, respectively. ε11 and ε22 represent normal strains in x1 and x2 directions,
respectively; and ε12 represents shear strain.

TABLE 3
Mean and standard deviation of displacements and/or strains for triangular covariance function (Type C, σE = 0.1, b1 = b2 = 0.5)

Neumann expansion
(M = 12, R = 4)

Monte Carlo simulation
(M = 12, 5000 Samples)

Location Responsea Mean Standard deviation Mean Standard deviation

A u1 −9.75 × 10−1 1.24 × 10−1 −9.75 × 10−1 1.23 × 10−1

ε11 −3.21 × 10−1 2.65 × 10−2 −3.21 × 10−1 2.61 × 10−2

ε22 2.95 2.41 × 10−1 2.95 2.38 × 10−1

ε12 −3.96 × 10−1 3.31 × 10−2 −3.96 × 10−1 3.27 × 10−2

B u1 −6.20 4.19 × 10−1 −6.19 4.08 × 10−1

ε22 9.97 × 10−1 8.23 × 10−2 9.98 × 10−1 8.19 × 10−2

C u2 2.97 2.49 × 10−1 2.97 2.46 × 10−1

ε11 −7.17 × 10−1 9.64 × 10−2 −7.18 × 10−1 9.59 × 10−2

ε22 1.39 × 10−1 1.34 × 10−2 1.39 × 10−1 1.34 × 10−2

ε12 3.53 × 10−1 4.20 × 10−2 3.53 × 10−1 4.16 × 10−2

D u2 2.03 × 101 1.09 2.03 × 101 1.06
ε22 9.89 × 10−1 8.30 × 10−2 9.88 × 10−1 8.13 × 10−2

E u1 −5.84 5.66 × 10−1 −5.85 5.65 × 10−1

u2 1.99 × 101 1.16 1.99 × 101 1.16
ε22 9.78 × 10−1 8.12 × 10−2 9.78 × 10−1 8.25 × 10−2

au1 and u2 represent horizontal and vertical displacements, respectively. ε11 and ε22 represent normal strains in x1 and x2 directions, respectively;
and ε12 represents shear strain.
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TABLE 4
Mean and standard deviation of displacements and/or strains for isotropic covariance function (Type D, σE = 0.1, b = 0.5)

Neumann expansion
(M = 12, R = 4)

Monte Carlo simulation
(M = 12, 5000 Samples)

Location Responsea Mean Standard deviation Mean Standard deviation

A u1 −9.76 × 10−1 1.18 × 10−1 −9.77 × 10−1 1.19 × 10−1

ε11 −3.21 × 10−1 2.79 × 10−2 −3.22 × 10−1 2.79 × 10−2

ε22 2.95 2.58 × 10−1 2.95 2.58 × 10−1

ε12 −3.96 × 10−1 3.53 × 10−2 −3.97 × 10−1 3.54 × 10−2

B u1 −6.20 4.97 × 10−1 −6.21 4.95 × 10−1

ε22 9.98 × 10−1 8.62 × 10−2 9.99 × 10−1 8.49 × 10−2

C u2 2.97 2.66 × 10−1 2.97 2.66 × 10−1

ε11 −7.18 × 10−1 9.16 × 10−2 −7.19 × 10−1 9.28 × 10−2

ε22 1.39 × 10−1 1.39 × 10−2 1.39 × 10−1 1.41 × 10−2

ε12 3.53 × 10−1 4.09 × 10−2 3.54 × 10−1 4.13 × 10−2

D u2 2.04 × 101 1.45 2.04 × 101 1.44
ε22 9.90 × 10−1 8.78 × 10−2 9.88 × 10−1 8.52 × 10−2

E u1 −5.85 6.07 × 10−1 −5.84 5.98 × 10−1

u2 1.99 × 101 1.48 1.99 × 101 1.46
ε22 9.79 × 10−1 8.79 × 10−2 9.78 × 10−1 8.59 × 10−2

au1 and u2 represent horizontal and vertical displacements, respectively. ε11 and ε22 represent normal strains in x1 and x2 directions,
respectively; and ε12 represents shear strain.

statistics from the Neumann expansion method match very well
with the simulation results. For M > 12, changes in the statistics
by both methods were so small that the statistics in Table 1–4 can
be viewed as convergent results. The details of the convergence
study are not reported here for the sake of brevity.

CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a stochastic meshless method for proba-

bilistic analysis of linear-elastic structures with spatially varying
random material properties. Using Karhunen-Loève expansion,
the homogeneous random field representing material proper-
ties was discretized by a set of orthonormal eigenfunctions and
uncorrelated random variables. Two numerical methods were
developed for solving the integral eigenvalue problem associ-
ated with Karhunen-Loève expansion. In the first method, the
eigenfunctions were approximated as linear sums of wavelets
and the integral eigenvalue problem was converted to a finite-
dimensional matrix eigenvalue problem that can be easily solved.
This method facilitates the calculation of eigenfunctions for any
covariance kernel of a one-dimensional random field, but only
for a separable covariance kernel of a multi-dimensional ran-
dom field. Consequently, a second method was developed for
a multi-dimensional random field with any arbitrary covari-
ance function. By using a Galerkin approach in conjunction
with meshless discretization, the integral eigenvalue problem
was also converted to a matrix eigenvalue problem. The second
method is more general than the first and can solve problems
involving a multi-dimensional random field with arbitrary co-

variance functions. In conjunction with meshless discretization,
the classical Neumann expansion method was applied to pre-
dict second-moment characteristics of the structural response.
Several numerical examples are presented to examine the ac-
curacy and convergence of the stochastic meshless method. A
good agreement is obtained between the results of the proposed
method and the Monte Carlo simulation. Since mesh genera-
tion of complex structures can be far more time-consuming and
costly than the solution of a discrete set of equations, the mesh-
less method provides an attractive alternative to the finite ele-
ment method for solving stochastic-mechanics problems.
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